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Pictures

 Worldwide companies, with a strong 
corporate image, need an official archive 
of pictures. A catalogue or marketing 
announce simply cannot tolerate a picture 
either outdated or not intended for public 
consumption (e.g. privacy concerns, 
Intellectual property,..).

 At the same time, the “right” picture will 
easily sell a concept, or will catch the eye 
of a casual viewer
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Contents

 Users share the official archive, both as  producers 
or as consumers

 Selected offices provide quality assured corporate 
images

 Other offices and branches can provide other 
photos, that can be of common interest

 Each producer is in charge of metadata info
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 The archive is quite large. It is of paramount 
importance an easy tagging of picture metadata

− Automatic: Digital photos hold a lot of hidden data, like 
size, pixel number, exif tags (flash, lens, shutter, focal 
lenght, geolocalization,...), shooting date

− Manual: usually it specific, f.i. a cruise company has 
many tags related to exotic destinations and ship 
features

− Updates can be in batch (i.e. tag all the pictures done 
by the same photographer)

− During the edit phase the picture is visible
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Browsing

 DeskTop Publishers and Photographers  use a 
physical lightbox for a snap preview of selected 
slides. We provide a convenient “digital lightbox”

 Pictures not intended for publication are shown 
with a graphical watermark (outdated or 
unavailable)
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Download

 Download is 
tracked

 Mandatory 
fields

 Photo usage 
database is 
used to warn 
of picture state 
change
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Upload

 Pictures are 
uploaded 
with a flash 
widget

− multiple 
upload

− local disk 
browsing

− Duplicate 
avoidance
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State change

 Upon state 
change, a mail 
is sent to every 
user that did 
download it

 The same 
applies to new 
photos
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